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Disclaimers

This presentation is specifically geared towards teams looking to maximize their on-field 
performance. As such, this presentation will focus on things that help your robot and team 
provide meaningful contributions to the outcomes of your matches. 

Building cool stuff for the fun of it or the learning experience is great, and valid! However, 
those build strategies are not within the scope of this presentation.

The methods presented in this presentation work well for our team, but may not be an exact fit 
for yours.



Who are we?

Mission Statement: CyberTooth strives to create and grow a sustainable team to compete at the 
highest level in FIRST while positively impacting the culture and promoting STEM in Northwestern 
High School and throughout Howard County.

FIRST Team 3940 CyberTooth - Northwestern High School, Kokomo IN



Impacts on Our Team

● The strategies presented within this presentation have helped CyberTooth transition from a 
mid-ranked team in the state to a competitive team for the past few seasons.

● The processes detailed within this presentation were rewarded with the Excellence in 
Engineering award at all three events we attended in 2022, and other awards in previous 
seasons.

● The focus that these processes demand has allowed us the opportunity to fully understand 
what our limits are, and how to not only build an effective robot, but make well informed 
choices about all actions we take as a team.



Team Goals for 2022

Mission Statement: CyberTooth strives to create and grow a sustainable team to compete at the 
highest level in FIRST while positively impacting the culture and promoting STEM in Northwestern 
High School and throughout Howard County.

We are a “goals based” team:
● Recruit more students
● Have an impressive robot performance at our home event (Kokomo)
● Win a “blue banner”
● Earn a spot at the World Championship
● Have Fun!



Strategically Achieving our Goals

Team Goals
● Recruit more students
● Have an impressive robot performance
● Win a “blue banner”
● Earn a spot at the World Championship
● Have Fun!

How to accomplish these Goals? 
● Stay active in the off-season

○ Competed in off-season events
○ Driver practice 
○ Fun activities
○ “Camp” for new students
○ Build new robot mechanisms

● Build an effective robot that plays the game 
well. 

● Focus on impact we can make in our 
community.



Build Season Process
Build Timeline: CyberTooth uses a strategic design process to plan out the whole robot before final fabrication. Below are the basic 
steps the team goes through during the build and competition season. 

Specific Timeline: One of the main issues identified in previous seasons was not finishing the robot on time. For 2022, we 
maintained a strict calendar of deadlines to stay on track.



Build Season Process
Resource Tokens: CyberTooth uses the concept of resource tokens to help balance robot build aspirations and team 
resources. Resource tokens are a unitless number to measure our ability to “do the thing” based on team abilities such as: 

● Available student time
● Available mentor time
● Machining capabilities
● Component inventory
● Financial assets 
● Design and Controls skills and talent 
● Previous experiences 

Like all teams, CyberTooth has a finite number of resources to produce an attractive and competitive robot for the 
season; and we strive to make the most out of the tokens we have. This system also keeps us in check, and pushes us 
to find and execute simpler solutions for mechanisms without significant compromises to our priority list. 



How to Evaluate Your Tokens
● Every team will have a different number of available tokens. Remember, everyone has a different amount of:

○ Design skills
○ Control system skills
○ Machining resources
○ Money
○ Available Time
○ Past experiences
○ Time put in by team members

● It is extremely important to be honest with one another when doing this exercise
○ This is hard! This is a critical look in the mirror at yourselves.
○ If you are not honest, the exercise will net incorrect numbers, causing you to potentially build too simple or 

complex.
○ Remember, this is not an exact science. You’re setting up your own tools to carve your own robot. It only 

works as well as you make it.



How to Evaluate Your Tokens
● Consider what your maximum point value per mechanism should be

○ On CyberTooth, we choose 20. We could probably use 10.
○ Realistically, you need enough granularity to sort between a stock KOP drivetrain, and a KOP drivetrain with a 

few mods, such as changing the wheels or gearbox.
● Start with individually evaluating the mechanisms on your team’s old robot(s) as if you were building them now.

○ Remember that nothing can be zero!
○ A maximum point mechanism can be:

■ Something complex you have never attempted before
■ Would struggle to manufacture
■ Would have to do significant research on to succeed in wiring, building and coding

○ Consider the difficulty of building each mechanism RIGHT NOW with your current resources:
■ Was it really difficult to design back then? Would something similar still be?
■ Was it really difficult to manufacture back then? Would something similar still be?
■ Was it really difficult to program back then? Would something similar still be?
■ The answer to the above is not always the same!



How to Evaluate Your Tokens
● If possible, evaluate as many of your old robot(s) as you can.

○ Over the time of your team’s existence, even if it has only been one season, your available resources have 
changed.

○ Older robots may have been built differently from your newer robots, think about why this is the case.
● Once you have a decent foundation of your team’s robots, you should have some hopefully different numbers.
● Then, evaluate a couple of other robots from different teams, ideally all from the same year.

○ Try to watch match videos of the robots you are evaluating.
○ Use good photos to evaluate exactly what they built their robot from and how
○ Evaluate the robot as if you had to build it exactly with your given resources

■ This should help hone in what your building and programming assets really are.
● Think about the robots that never reached their full potential

○ These likely required more resources to succeed than was put in. Could you do it now, or should you do 
something different?



How to Evaluate Your Tokens
● Finally, come up with what your available amount of Resource Tokens should be.

○ After this exercise, we concluded our 2017 robot needed about 94 tokens to reach its full competitive potential.
○ For the 2018 season, we set our limit to 75 tokens.
○ For 2019, we lowered our limit to 70 tokens due to a large graduating class.
○ For 2020, we increased our limit back to 75 tokens after growing significant talent within our team during the 2019 

season as well as off-season.

● Once you have your number, you now have a budget!
○ The secret to this budget is making effective use of the tokens you have. You should spend the tokens on the things 

that really need it, and save tokens by not spending them on things that you really don’t need.
○ The more tokens you can keep in the bank, the more you have later to iterate with and improve your robot with.

● This is also now a tool you have to help compare mechanisms
○ For example, a custom drivetrain with shifting gearboxes could be 16 points for your team, while an upgraded KOP 

chassis with shifting gearboxes could be 10 points
○ You have to decide if spending those 6 extra points are going to have a significant impact on the robot’s competitive 

success, or if those tokens are better spent elsewhere.
■ Ask yourself: “Am I over-optimizing something?”



How to Evaluate Your Tokens

● We learned that making smart tradeoffs in modern-era FRC games was valuable for our team.
○ Since we won’t be good at everything, we concluded that we should attempt to be very good at some things.
○ Previously, giving ourselves a much lower resource token limit forced us to make conscious tradeoffs on what we 

chose to optimize and what we chose to leave as ‘good enough.’
○ Setting this foundational culture will allowed us to have a goal to work at: push this resource token number to be 

higher and higher via training, recruitment and offseason projects.



Outgrowing Tokens

● From 2018 to 2020, CyberTooth used this system religiously.

● We used this system to quantify our changes in resources from season to season with numbers as a way to set 
some scale for ourselves.

● For 2022, we found that we had learned how to better feel how our resources had changed, and did not use a 
numeric system, after years of using this system to develop that “feel.”
○ Note in 2022, most of our physical resources remained the same, but our human resources changed 

significantly from 2020/2021

● It is possible that you may choose to use this system forever! CyberTooth may go back to it someday too, 
especially after a season in which we graduate a large class. 
○ It is most effective when used for a few seasons consecutively to quantify the changes in resources each 

season.



Build Season Process
2022 Robot in a Sentence

● A short guiding description of what our robot is going to do.
○ 2022: “Agile robot that quickly acquires CARGO and maximizes CARGO scoring in autonomous and teleop, 

with a consistent TRAVERSAL RUNG climber.”
● Ensures team is on the same page as far as what kind of robot we are aiming to build.

Ability and Priority List

● Expanded list of things the robot and individual mechanisms will do and the qualities they will have based on our 
competitive goals for the season.

● This list is used to drive what kind of mechanisms we build and what they will do. 
○ Example: if sideways movement of the robot is not needed, we won’t build a drivetrain that has this ability.

● Revisit this list throughout the season to make sure robot stays on track to reach our goals.



Key Takeaways for 2022
RAPID REACT Analysis

● This is a game of speed, all actions should be as fast as possible
● Familiar climbing tasks and subtasks to 2020/2021

○ Traversal is similar to 2013
● All game pieces start behind you

○ Score opposite side of acquisition is a must
● Bounce outs from the Upper Hub are a challenge
● First tiebreaker after RPs is average points, not a specific game task

Resources for 2022 Limited Compared to 2021

● Risk of meeting cancellations
● Limited programming mentorship
● Parts availability concerns

Positive Resources

● Access to practice field
● Increased student experience
● Manufacturing and CAD Mentor support
● Meeting in person
● Increased financial assets
● Significantly experienced and talented drive team



Succeeding with Simplicity
● We fully understood what our biggest strengths and weaknesses were, resource-wise for 2022

○ Limited programming resources was a “north star” constraint for our 2022 robot, Cobra
○ We made conscious choices to solve game challenges either with mechanical ability, or with human ability because 

these were our strongest resources for 2022.
■ No turret
■ No limelight

● Preset shooter speeds/configuration instead of solving by “distance to the goal”
● No autonomous movement of the robot for aiming

■ Two position hood, rather than motor driven with infinite adjustability 
■ Manual climbing controls
■ Manual indexing of game pieces
■ Targeting light for long distance aiming
■ Focusing on shooting from known physical locations like the Fender and Launchpad
■ Utilized an upgraded version of the AM14U4 chassis
■ Used the AndyMark Climber In a Box instead of developing a new solution

● We developed this solution with AM in 2021, so we intimately knew the details of this design
■ We chose simple solutions that would allow us to build the robot early, so we could utilize our field space to 

practice well ahead of events
■ Leaned heavily on 2020 robot’s shooter and indexing designs to get to suitable answers faster

● Aside, we learned heavily from this robot to do a flipped bellypan to allow easier and faster access to 
our robot’s control system - this also made it much faster to layout components because there was so 
much space!



Succeeding with Simplicity

● This mantra of building within our means allowed us to have our most 
successful season yet, even with a team of 8 students and limited 
programming resources, while maintaining our attractive build aesthetic and 
recognizable team brand
○ 41-9-1 Season Record
○ Winners of Kokomo District
○ Winners of Columbus District
○ Ranked 4th in Indiana after State, our best yet!

● We continued our strives for success this offseason with our simple robot
○ Winners of R2OC
○ Finalists at WVROX - a 26 hour endurance offseason event
○ Competed at IRI with some of the best in the world
○ 4-2 in playoffs at Chezy Champs in San Jose, CA



Outside Resources are Valuable!
The Robonauts Everybot, with a final budget of $1000, is an affordable, robust, and simplistic robot that can be built 
with nothing but basic tools and items found in either the kit of parts, purchased from your local hardware store, or 

FRC retailers such as AndyMark and VEXPro.



Outside Resources are Valuable!

● This effort is led by FRC team 118, made up mostly of alumni mentors of the team.
● Started initially as a Robot In 3 Days Team
● Uses the AM14U family chassis every year
● Absolutely the best example of a highly valuable robot concept that any team can build.

○ Important note; the Everybot never plays every aspect of the game! The team consciously 
chooses the tasks in the game with the lowest effort, but yield  the highest reward.

● Extremely well documented build process
○ Every single team can learn something from this excellent documentation

● These robot concepts can be built by any team with any shop resources, even a classroom!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1thQL7Op2YYWohWd5WxZG-pNNlPpiAZtJYyzoRxK_xfQ


Outside Resources are Valuable!

The Everybot, along with Robot In 3 Days, are the 
most effective resources available to teams for 
bridging the knowledge gap of how to effectively 
address game challenges.



Outside Resources are Valuable!

There is absolutely nothing wrong with taking 
inspiration from, or even bolt-for-bolt building an 
Everybot style robot.

The FRC experience is what you make it. The program’s 
magic is not necessarily in reinventing the wheel each 
build season.



Thank you!
Questions?


